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 In addition, we review the European Commission’s proposed 
regulation that would scrap roaming fees by banning all 
charges for incoming calls within the EU after July 2014, and 
give operators an incentive to drop most other roaming fees 
altogether. This proposal forms part of the Commission’s 
“Connected Continent” legislative package which, in addition 
to the proposals on roaming, co-ordination of spectrum use 
and net neutrality, seeks to simplify regulation for operators, 
standardise fixed access products and improve a consumer’s 
ability to switch communications provider.

Next we review OFCOM’s confirmation of its proposals 
that all switches for fixed voice and/or broadband services 
over the Openreach network will be harmonised to a single 
gaining provider led process using the existing Notification of 
Transfer process.  This will mean the removal of the current 
losing provider led based migration authorisation code 
process for broadband switching.  The new proposals will 
require changes to be made to General Conditions 22 and 24 
of the General Conditions of Entitlement.

Lastly, we cover the National Audit Office’s report into the 
Government’s rural broadband programme (Broadband 
Programme) which has demonstrated that only four out 
of the 44 regions covered by the Broadband Programme 
will have completed their roll-out programme by the target 
date of May 2015.  The report was also highly critical of 
the procurement framework established for the Broadband 
Programme and indicates that the final delivery of the 
Broadband Programme will not occur until December 2016.

We trust that you will find this issue interesting and 
informative!

Welcome to the January 2014 edition of Telecoms Update, 
Field Fisher Waterhouse’s publication which is targeted at 
advisers in the telecoms/ISP industries.

We start this issue by covering OFCOM’s provisional 
decision to reduce the donor conveyance charge (DCC) 
element of mobile number porting charges by over sixty 
per cent (from its current level of 0.1ppm to 0.039 ppm). In 
addition, OFCOM intends to disallow any HLR look-up costs 
and BT transit costs as part of the DCC.  If this proposal goes 
ahead, it will mean that operators who are gaining market 
share through churn from their competitors will face lower 
costs to acquire customers who wish to port their mobile 
number as part of the switch. One potential consequence 
of this move is that certain operators who have broadly 
symmetrical churn rates may decide not to charge each 
other the DCC charge on the basis that the costs of setting 
up and running the associated systems outweigh any benefit 
to either operator.

The next article looks at recent decisions of the Competition 
Appeal Tribunal and the Competition Commission which 
clarify the grounds on which communications providers can 
challenge/appeal a decision of OFCOM.  In the CAT decision, 
COLT had challenged OFCOM’s decision to implement 
a requirement on BT to offer various “active” wholesale 
services and not to impose passive infrastructure access 
(PIA) requirements on them.  The Competition Commission 
determination followed an appeal by Verizon and Vodafone 
against OFCOM’s decision on the price control measures 
to be adopted for traditional interface services. Both cases 
led on from OFCOM’s March 2013 Business Connectivity 
Market Review and highlight the hurdles communications 
providers need to surmount before they can successfully 
overturn an OFCOM decision.

Introduction

Paul Graham 
Partner, Telecoms and Outsourcing
e: paul.graham@ffw.com
t: +44 (0)207 861 4156
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OFCOM proposes industry wide-cut to DCC

There are other potential inefficiencies with the onward 
routing facility:

•	 Tromboning and the call trap facility: Where the initial 
call is made by a customer who subscribes to the gaining 
network to a number which has been ported to the 
gaining network, there is the possibility that this call will 
be routed from the gaining network to the donor network 
and then back to the gaining network (a process called 
“tromboning”).  This can be avoided if the gaining network 
has set up a “call trap facility” to trap calls that it originates 
to numbers that  have been ported on to its network;

•	 On-net originated calls: OFCOM understands that 
some originating network providers have applied a DCC 
where the originating network provider is also the donor 
network provider.

The previous determination by OFCOM in respect of the 
DCC rate was set in 2007 (following a dispute between H3G 
and each of T-Mobile, Telefonica and Orange) and OFCOM’s 
rationale for the current proposal is that, although the costs 
of donor conveyance have fallen since 2007, many mobile 
communication providers are still using the 2007 DCC rate 
and some bi-lateral negotiations between mobile operators 
to re-set DCCs have proven unsuccessful.  OFCOM expects 
the costs of donor conveyance to fall over time as technology 
improves and becomes cheaper and fixed and common 
costs are spread across growing call volumes.  In particular, 
OFCOM’s work on the 2011 mobile call termination review 
highlighted that the costs of mobile call termination had 
fallen since 2007 and since MCT uses some common 
network assets with donor conveyance (particularly mobile 
switching centres), it expects a cost-oriented DCC to also be 
falling over time.

Regulatory Background
OFCOM has a duty under Article 30(2) of the Universal 
Services Directive to ensure that charges between donor 
networks and gaining networks relating to the provision of 
number portability are cost-oriented.  In addition, General 
Condition 18(5) of the General Conditions of Entitlement 
requires that the charges made for providing number 
portability are to be cost-oriented and based on the 
incremental costs of providing portability and that the donor 
network provider may make no charge in relation to system 
set-up costs or additional conveyance costs.  Additional 
conveyance costs are defined as:

Following H3G’s submission to OFCOM of its dispute over 
mobile number portability charges with EE and Telefonica, 
OFCOM has issued a consultation document in which it 
proposes to reduce the donor conveyance charge (DCC) 
element of mobile number porting charges by over sixty per 
cent (60%)(from its current level of 0.1ppm to 0.039 ppm) 
and, in addition, intends to disallow any HLR look-up costs 
and BT transit costs as part of the DCC.  OFCOM has also 
clarified that “on-net” originated traffic should not attract a 
DCC which may give certain operators practical issues if they  
are unable to distinguish between off-net and on-net  
ported traffic.  

In seeking to apply a maximum DCC, OFCOM is seeking 
to rely on the 2006 ECJ Mobistar case whereby the ECJ 
decided that a national regulatory authority would be acting 
within the scope of its discretion under Article 30(2) of the 
Universal Services Directive by defining a maximum cost-
oriented price, provided that it is genuinely possible for new 
operators to contest the application of maximum prices by 
operators already present in the market by showing that 
these prices are too high in relation to their cost structure.

Background to costs involved in mobile number 
portability 
The DCC is a wholesale charge that is levied between mobile 
communications providers for the onward routing of a call 
to a ported number.  Number portability is a facility that 
enables mobile customers to retain their mobile number 
when they change network provider – there is clear evidence 
that customers are reluctant to change network providers if 
they also have to change mobile number.  

In the UK, mobile networks use a facility called onward routing 
to route calls to ported numbers – the originating network 
provider (originating network) is not required to distinguish 
between calls to ported and non-ported numbers as the 
originating network simply analyses the mobile number to 
identify the number range holder and calls are simply routed 
to the network to which the customer originally subscribed 
(donor network) and routed onward by the donor network to 
the customer’s current network provider (gaining network).  
This method of porting numbers causes some inefficiency in 
the system in terms of the additional capacity required for the 
onward routing of calls and the subsequent charge made by 
the donor network to the gaining network in respect of use of 
the provision of this onward routing facility. 1   
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HLR look-up (i.e. the SRF look-up of the database and call 
set-up for onward routing to the gaining network provider) 
were included in OFCOM’s 2007 assessment of the costs 
associated with donor conveyance.  However, OFCOM has 
re-visited this issue and decided that these costs should be 
considered to be “additional conveyance costs” (as set out in 
General Condition 18) and therefore not recoverable as part 
of the calculation for setting industry-wide DCCs.

OFCOM’s 2007 determination also concluded that BT 
transit costs should be excluded from the relevant costs of 
donor conveyance on the basis that, at the time of the 2007 
determinations, four of the then five UK MNOs had or were 
close to achieving direct interconnection with each other.  
OFCOM remains of the view that transit costs should not be 
included in its calculations of the DCC.

In assessing the appropriate level of donor conveyance 
costs, OFCOM reached a conclusion that the costs of 
donor conveyance for 2013/2014 would be 0.079ppm (and 
that this cost will continue to be shared between donor 
network providers and gaining network providers).  On the 
basis that the overall DCC is relatively low, OFCOM notes 
the possibility that certain mobile operators may decide 

“Any costs incurred by the donor network provider 
associated with resources used in:

a. Effecting the switch-processing required to set up each 
ported call; and

b. Providing the switch and transmission capacity for any part 
of the duration of each ported call, 

  additional to the costs of conveyance of non-ported 
calls from the donor network provider’s network to the 
gaining network provider’s network.”2

OFCOM’S analysis of “permitted costs” when setting 
the level of the DCC
When a call is made to a ported number, it is initially 
routed to the donor network provider at its gateway 
mobile switching centre (which acts as the “entrance” to 
the donor network provider’s network).  At the GMSC, 
the donor network effects a look-up of the home location 
register (HLR) and, using a feature called signalling relay 
function (SRF), interrogates the donor network provider’s 
database of ported mobile numbers in order to identify the 
gaining network provider.  The costs associated with the 

Processes required to set up a call in a network according 
to the ETSI GSM standards
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donor conveyance traffic which is on-net originated for an 
average efficient operator.  In relation to DCCs being levied 
on on-net originated traffic, OFCOM reached the conclusion 
that the only porting costs which might arise as part of these 
calls are additional conveyance costs, which are a non-
recoverable category of porting costs – OFCOM’s view  
being that on-net originated calls to ported numbers are 
simply calls from the originating network provider to the 
gaining network provider for which the originating network 
provider recovers its costs of call origination (and the 
regulated mobile termination rate which it has to pay to  
the gaining network provider) through its retail charges  
(like a normal call).  

However,  as part of OFCOM’s research it transpired that 
some mobile communications providers are unable to 
distinguish between on-net originated donor conveyance 
traffic from total donor conveyance traffic (potentially due 
to the mobile operators wholesale billing systems).  OFCOM 
estimated that 33% of donor conveyance traffic is on-net 
originated and that, based on this estimate, it would be 
reasonable to reduce the DCC to 0.027 ppm where the 
relevant MCP is unable to distinguish between on-net and 
off-net generated donor conveyance traffic.

to waive the payment of DCCs between them in certain 
circumstances e.g. where the porting traffic between them 
is similar and/or where the transaction costs involved in 
recovering DCCs exceed the benefit of levying the charge.

Apportionment of cost recovery to derive the DCC
In its 2007 determination, OFCOM decided that the donor 
conveyance costs should be split equally between the donor 
network provider and the gaining network provider (the 
rationale being that this retained an incentive for donor 
network providers to minimise conveyance costs and had 
less chance of adversely affecting competition on the basis 
that there is an imbalance between mobile networks, with 
some being net donors and others net recipients of ported 
numbers).  At this stage OFCOM has decided not to re-
visit the split of the DCC between donor network providers 
and gaining network providers but noted that a further 
assessment will be made as part of OFCOM’s ongoing policy 
project in respect of General Condition 18.

Application of the DCC to on-net originated traffic
As part of the consideration of H3G’s dispute, OFCOM 
submitted section 135 information requests to the MNOs 
in respect of the volumes of different types of donor 
conveyance traffic in order to estimate the proportion of total 

1. In its November 2007 decision on mobile number portability, OFCOM stated that the industry should create a common database to allow direct 
routing of calls but this decision was set aside by the Competition Appeal Tribunal following an appeal by a MNO.
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 Services in proportion to all forecast customer migration 
(rather than only in proportion to forecast customer 
migration from TI Services to Ethernet services);

•	 Whether the price control on TI Services has been set at a 
level which is inappropriate because OFCOM incorrectly 
assumed that if excess costs were not allocated to TI 
Services, BT would not be able to recover these costs from 
other services;

•	 Whether the price control on TI Services has been set at 
a level which is inappropriate because OFCOM’s decision 
not to allocate common costs away from TI Services in 
proportion to all forecast customer migration is inconsistent 
with its regulatory objectives in respect of proportionality, 
regulatory consistency, equal treatment, technological 
neutrality and regulatory restraint;

•	 In the event the CC determines that OFCOM did err in any 
of the respects set out above, the CC is to include in its 
determination insofar as reasonably practicable:

 � Clear and precise guidance as to how any such error 
found should be corrected; and

 �  A determination as to any consequential adjustments 
to the charge control.

The BCMR included price control in respect of two separate 
baskets of services – a TI basket and an Ethernet basket.  
The scope of these baskets of services reflected the product 
and geographical markets in which BT was found to have 
significant market power, and where a charge control was 
identified by BT to be an appropriate remedy:

•	 The TI basket is currently subject to an RPI + 2.25 per 
cent charge control and covers: low, medium and high 
bandwidth services outside the Western, Eastern and 
Central London area (WECLA), low bandwidth within the 
WECLA and regional trunk services at all bandwidths; 

•	 The Ethernet basket is currently subject to an RPI – 11.5 
per cent charge control and covers Ethernet services up to 
and including 1 Gbit/s outside the WECLA, and Ethernet 
services above 1 Gbit/s outside the WECLA.

OFCOM argued that its decision to reallocate costs to 
Ethernet, but not to allocate costs away from TI to other 
non-leased lines services, was consistent with its general 

Two recent decisions, one from the Competition Appeal 
Tribunal (CAT) and the second from a determination of 
the Competition Commission (CC) have clarified the basis 
on which communications providers may appeal against 
OFCOM decisions.  The decisions highlight that successful 
applicants need to prove that the decision reached by 
OFCOM is wrong in itself and a flaw or flaws in OFCOM’s 
reasoning will not, of itself, lead to a successful appeal.  In 
the COLT case (referred to below), the CAT quoted the 2012 
Court of Appeal judgment in Telefonica O2 Limited v British 
Telecommunications plc which made it clear that it ought 
to respect the policy decisions and matters of judgment 
involved in OFCOM’s decisions.  If the Commission (or CAT 
in a matter unrelated to price control) concludes that the 
original decision can be supported on a basis other than that 
on which OFCOM relied, then the appellant will not have 
shown that the original decision is wrong and will fail.

Background to the CC determination
Both the Competition Appeal Tribunal decision and the 
Competition Commission determination concerned 
OFCOM’s March 2013 review of the business connectivity 
market (BCMR).  The CC determination followed an appeal 
by Verizon and Vodafone against OFCOM’s decision set out 
in the BCMR on the price control measures to be adopted for 
traditional interface services (TI Services).  TI Services make 
use of older technologies such as time-division multiplexing 
and analogue technologies whereas alternative interface 
(AI) circuits mainly make use of Ethernet technology, 
which is optimised for data traffic and is more efficient 
than TI technologies.  In its July 2012 leased lines charge 
control consultation, OFCOM stated that they expected 
TI component volumes to fall by seventy per cent (70%) 
over the charge control period, whilst Ethernet circuits 
were anticipated to increase by eighty per cent (80%) over 
the same period.  As a consequence, OFCOM needed to 
reallocate certain costs from TI Services to other services 
offered by BT and had proposed a reallocation from TI 
Services to Ethernet services of £101 million.

Reference from the CAT to the Competition 
Commission
The reference from the Competition Appeal Tribunal to the 
Competition Commission required the CC to determine the 
following questions:

•	 Whether the price control on TI Services has been set at a 
level which is inappropriate because OFCOM erred in law 
by deciding not to reallocate common costs away from TI 

Recent CAT decisions
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“In a case where there are a number of alternative solutions 
to a regulatory problem with little to choose between them, 
we do not think it would be right for us to determine that 
OFCOM erred simply because it took a course other than 
the one that we would have taken.  On the other hand, if, 
out of the alternative options, some clearly had more merit 
than others, it may more easily be said that OFCOM erred 
if it chose an inferior solution. Which category a particular 
choice falls within can necessarily only be decided on a case-
by-case basis.”

The Commission relied on the Court of Appeal’s judgment in 
Everything Everywhere Limited v Competition Commission 
i.e. that an appeal is against a decision and not the reasons 
for the decision – it would not be sufficient to identify 
some error of reasoning; the appeal can only succeed if the 
decision cannot stand in the light of that error. In order to 
succeed, the appellant must achieve two objectives:

•	 First, it must demonstrate that the facts, reasoning or value 
judgments on which the ultimate decision is based are 
wrong; and

•	 It must show that its proposed alternative price control 
should be adopted by the Commission. If the Commission 
or Tribunal (in a matter unrelated to price control) 
concludes that the original decision can be supported on 
a basis other than that on which OFCOM relied, then the 
appellant will not have shown that the original decision is 
wrong and the appeal would fail.

The Competition Commission did not find that the 
reallocation approach that OFCOM adopted led to an 
inappropriate forecast of TI costs nor that there was an 
inappropriate allocation of costs to TI Services.  On this 
basis, the CC found that OFCOM had not breached its legal 
duties or failed to promote its statutory duties.

Background to the CAT decision
In the CAT decision, COLT had challenged OFCOM’s decision 
to implement a requirement on BT to offer various “active” 
wholesale services and not to impose passive infrastructure 
access (PIA) requirements on them.1  COLT challenged 
OFCOM’s decision on the following grounds:

•	 OFCOM was wrong to view passive and active remedies  
as necessarily alternatives and to reject passive remedies 
as a result;

approach.  It argued that because TI and Ethernet were 
within the scope of the same market review, the reallocation 
resulted in the same total costs being recovered from 
leased lines as a whole, and therefore it did not generate 
any inconsistency with other charge controls.  By contrast 
it argued that reallocation away from the leased line 
markets would risk under-recovery of costs and, if done on a 
consistent and symmetric basis, would involve a significant 
amount of work to predict the evolution of BT’s regulatory 
financial statements.

Commission’s role in the appeals process 
The grounds of appeal in Communications Act cases are 
laid down by the appealing party which effectively means 
that the appealing party determines the issues that will be 
examined on appeal and the evidence in support of those 
grounds of appeal.  The Commission’s role is confined to 
determining the questions referred to it by the Competition 
Appeal Tribunal – i.e. the Competition Commission is not 
investigating anything – it is determining whether OFCOM 
erred in its decision for the reasons set out in the notice of 
appeal.

Section 192(6) of the Communications Act 2003 sets out 
the level of detail to be included in a notice of appeal — the 
appellant must set out the grounds of appeal in sufficient 
detail to indicate: 

•	 To what extent (if any) the appellant contends that the 
decision appealed against was based on an error of fact or 
was wrong in law (or both); and

•	 To what extent (if any) the appellant is appealing against 
the exercise of a discretion by OFCOM, the Secretary of 
State or by another person. 

Commission’s reasoning in the Vodafone/Verizon 
case
In determining whether OFCOM erred, the Commission 
stated that it would not hold OFCOM to be wrong simply 
because the Commission considered there to be some error 
in its reasoning on a particular point – the error in reasoning 
had to be of sufficient importance to vitiate OFCOM’s 
decision on the point in whole or in part.  By way of example 
in respect of price control, if the price control is set correctly 
notwithstanding a flaw in methodology adopted by OFCOM, 
there is no error in the price control.  
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•	 Rebalancing the charges paid by end-users of leased 
line services (so that some users would pay less while 
potentially many others would pay more) without 
necessarily achieving greater efficiency; and

•	 Undermining investments that have already been made in 
alternative infrastructure.

OFCOM was concerned that passive remedies could result 
in communications providers “cherry picking” profitable 
markets with the result that if BT lost many sales of its high-
margin wholesale leased lines services that BT as a whole 
may fail to recover its common costs.  In response to the 
potential that this may happen, BT may reduce the prices 
of its wholesale services relative to the charge for passive 
access and raise other charges.  This would be undesirable 
from a competition perspective.

CAT’s decision and reasoning used
In the CAT decision, the CAT asked itself four questions: 

•	 What steps did OFCOM take to arrive at its decision? 

•	 Did this process make OFCOM sufficiently informed to 
decide whether or not to impose passive remedies?

•	 What did OFCOM actually take into account in coming to 
its decision?

•	 Did OFCOM get it right: here the CAT was looking for some 
error – i.e. any mistake in the logic of OFCOM’s assessment, 
the chain of reasoning or the consideration of the evidence 
before OFCOM.

In relation to whether active and passive remedies were 
complementary remedies, COLT argued that OFCOM 
had not approached the issue with an open mind, took as 
its starting point the price controls it was already intent 
on imposing as an active remedy and, as a consequence, 
undertook no real analysis as to how active and passive 
remedies might be applied concurrently in practice.  
However, the CAT found that, although OFCOM was “leaning 
away” from passive remedies when it published its BCMR 
consultation, it had been transparent about its thinking 
behind its provisional conclusion on passive remedies 
and invited stakeholders to provide responses which may 
have led OFCOM to reconsider its position.  Whilst it was 
essential that a regulator engages in genuine consultation 
and is willing to reconsider its provisional decision in light of 

•	 OFCOM erred as a matter of law and/or assessment in not 
proceeding from the starting point that it should regulate as 
far upstream as possible;

•	 OFCOM was wrong as a matter of assessment to believe 
that active remedies were likely to promote innovation and 
competition at least as effectively as passive remedies;

•	 OFCOM was wrong as matter of fact and/or assessment to 
reject passive remedies on the basis of a supposed lack of 
demand for them.

COLT argued that these errors were individually and 
collectively of sufficient importance wholly to vitiate 
OFCOM’s decision to refuse passive remedies and requested 
that the decision be set aside and directed OFCOM to:

•	 Require BT to provide communications providers with 
access to its ducts and dark fibre for the purpose of 
providing business connectivity services: (i) at cost-
oriented prices; and/or  (ii) on fair, reasonable and  
non-discriminatory terms; or

•	 Reconsider and/or re-consult on its decision on passive 
remedies in accordance with such directions as the CAT 
considered appropriate.

OFCOM determined that, although competition based on 
passive remedies may deliver some benefits that similar 
benefits could be achieved by imposing active remedies 
and price controls. In addition, imposing passive remedies 
in leased line markets could carry significant risks of worse 
outcomes, including:

•	 Adding significantly to the cost of competition in leased  
line markets;

•	 Encouraging inefficient entry on the basis that 
communications providers could find that the sum  
of the charge for passive access and the costs of their 
equipment were lower than the charge for BT’s equivalent 
wholesale service ever where using passive access 
increases total costs; 

•	 Raising end-user prices of services other than high-
bandwidth products and/or of services other than those 
provided in areas containing dense clusters of business 
(such as urban centres);
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only on “material” errors of fact or law and specifying in 
broadly judicial review terms the circumstances in which 
Ofcom’s exercise of judgment or discretion could be 
challenged. This is an issue that was canvassed in the recent 
reform of the competition regime generally which led, among 
other things, to the creation of the Competition and Markets 
Authority, but which was not pursued at the time.  It is a 
matter of some surprise, not least to the CAT itself, that 
the Government should have chosen to revisit it now. The 
CAT, on 29 August 2013, published its own response  to the 
consultation questioning the benefit of the Government’s 
proposed approach and noting that “there seems to be a 
degree of misunderstanding and misinformation about how 
the “merits” appeals work in Communications Act cases”.  

The Government’s view expressed in the June consultation 
is that its proposed reforms will expedite appeals and 
reduce costs whilst preserving the rights of appellants to 
challenge “material” errors, the implication being that the 
current standard encourages or permits the challenging 
of immaterial errors and encourages excessively lengthy 
appeals. The CAT not surprisingly rejects this implication.  
The two cases discussed above rather prove the CAT’s 
point. Neither was excessively lengthy.  Both appeals 
were concluded in around six months (including the CC 
reference in the case of the Verizon appeal) and in both 
appeals the CAT and the CC were careful not to interfere 
with the regulator’s decision unless it could be shown to 
be sufficiently materially wrong so as to vitiate the whole 
decision not just a part of the reasoning, an approach which 
follows the guidance of the Court of Appeal in a number of 
relevant rulings. This would appear to be almost identical to 
the approach that the Government is advocating in the June 
consultation and very much in line with its policy objective of 
achieving swift(er) disposal of appeals. The lesson seems to 
be: if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it! 

the responses it receives, it is entitled not to be persuaded 
by calls to move away from its provisional viewpoint if, in its 
judgment, the responses are not convincing.

The CAT was also not persuaded that OFCOM had failed 
to take into account any material considerations and found 
that OFCOM had given some thought as to how active 
and passive remedies could work alongside each other in 
particular, the consideration that OFCOM had given as to 
how passive remedies might be priced.

In terms of whether OFCOM was “right” in its decision, 
the CAT found that OFCOM had followed an open and fair 
consultation process, made its objectives and concerns clear, 
took account of the responses it received and, as a result, 
“asked itself the right question”.  OFCOM had decided not to 
permit competition based on access to some of BT’s facilities 
on the basis that this might disturb BT’s ability sufficiently 
to recover its common costs.  The CAT decided that, whilst 
COLT had adduced a considerable amount of evidence to 
bear in respect of OFCOM’s decision not to impose passive 
remedies, it had not proved that OFCOM’s decision was 
wrong.  Having found that OFCOM asked itself the right 
question on the basis of relevant and appropriate material, 
the CAT decided not to upset OFCOM’s judgment, as an 
expert regulator, that passive remedies were inappropriate in 
the particular circumstances of the BCMR review.

Comment
On 19 June 2013, the Government issued a consultation 
outlining proposals for reform of competition and regulatory 
appeals including Communications Act appeals. A key 
proposal in that consultation is to reform the standard of 
review in Communications Act appeals to the judicial review 
standard with the “merits duly taken into account” (so as 
to comply with Article 4 of the Framework Directive), or 
alternatively re-formulating the grounds of review to focus 

1. COLT Technology Services v Office of Communications [2013] CAT 29.
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 Key roaming aspects of the Proposed Connected 
Continent Regulation
Under the proposals, communications providers who apply 
roam like at home services to all of their roaming retail 
packages may avoid the need to apply the existing retail 
roaming price caps to roaming services.

Roam like at home requires the provider to:

a. Apply the applicable domestic service rate to both domestic 
and roaming services throughout the Union so that the 
customer can use their service like they were at home; and 

b. Ensure roam like at home provisions are complied with by 
at least one roaming provider in each Member State (either 
through their own networks or by virtue of agreements with 
other providers). 

Communications providers wishing to take up the benefit 
of the roam like at home services under the Connected 
Continent Regulation must notify BEREC of its own declaration 
and any bilateral or multilateral agreements by virtue of which 
it fulfils the roam like at home conditions, and any related 
changes (BEREC Notification).  The communications provider 
must include in its notification proof of agreement to such 
notification by any contractual partners to the notified bilateral 
or multilateral roaming agreements.

Connected Continent Regulation – roam like at home 
conditional compliance 
From 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2016 the proposed Connected 
Continent Regulation sets out conditions whereby providers 
who do not meet the roam like at home requirements may 
still gain the benefit of reduced regulation for retail roaming 
price caps.  Under this exception, the communications 
provider must submit a BEREC Notification and comply with 
the following conditions within at least 17 Member States 
representing 70% of the population of the Union:

•	 From 1 July 2014, or from the date of the BEREC 
Notification, whichever is the later, the communications 
provider and any contractual partners each undertake to 
make available and actively offer at least one retail package 
that includes roaming with a roam like at home tariff option;

•	 From 1 July 2015, or from the date of the BEREC 
Notification, whichever is the later, the communications 
provider and any contractual partners each undertake to 
include roam like at home tariff options in retail packages 

As part of a broad-ranging proposed overhaul of the 
telecoms regulatory landscape, the European Commission’s 
Neelie Kroes has proposed regulation that would scrap 
roaming fees by banning all charges for incoming calls within 
the EU after July 2014, and give operators an incentive to 
drop most other roaming fees altogether. This proposal 
formed part of the Commission’s “Connected Continent” 
legislative package which included a proposed Regulation 
(Connected Continent Regulation) which, in addition to 
the proposals on roaming, co-ordination of spectrum use 
and net neutrality, seeks to simplify regulation for operators, 
standardise fixed access products and improve a consumer’s 
ability to switch communications provider. In terms of  
the roaming proposals, operators would either have  
to let customers use “roam like at home” plans in EU 
countries or offer a choice of roaming providers with  
cheaper roaming rates. 

In a related move, Three has announced that it will enable 
its customers to use their domestic price plans when they 
are travelling within the Republic of Ireland, Australia, Italy, 
Austria, Hong Kong, Sweden and Denmark (admittedly 
these are all countries where Three has an existing network).  
In this article, we review the Commission’s most recent 
proposals in respect of roaming services and analyse the 
main features of the existing roaming regulations and 
BEREC’s most recent guidance on mobile roaming.

Most Recent Proposals in Respect of Roaming 
Services
Background to the roaming aspects of the Connected 
Continent Regulation
At present, all retail roaming services are provided together 
with domestic services by the domestic communications 
provider.  Prior to the publication of the Connected Continent 
Regulation, the European Commission had introduced two 
related Regulations (Regulation 531/2012 and Regulation 
1203/2012) with the objective of reducing both wholesale 
and retail charges for voice, SMS and data services by 
roaming customers.1 The Commission believes that excessive 
retail charges are resulting from high wholesale charges 
levied by the foreign host network operator and high retail 
mark-ups charged by the customer’s own network operator.  
The main impact of the Roaming Regulation (Regulation 
531/2012) was the introduction of price caps on, and 
progressive reduction to, both wholesale and retail prices for 
regulated voice, data and SMS services.   These price caps 
and progressive reductions came into force with effect from 
1 July 2012.    

EC proposals on roaming charges
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This requirement means that an alternative roaming provider 
can provide local data roaming services as a retail service 
as opposed to simply providing a wholesale data roaming 
service to the domestic provider.

The “carrot and the stick” approach under the proposed 
Connected Continent Regulation will mean that, other than 
where an alternative roaming provider has been granted 
access to domestic customers and an investment to 
decouple has already been made, operators who provide 
roam like at home services will not have to comply with 
decoupling obligations in so far as having to offer customers 
the ability to access roaming services through alternative 
roaming providers.

The Roaming Regulation requires domestic providers to 
enable their customers to access regulated voice, SMS 
and data roaming services as a bundle from an alternative 
roaming provider (ARP). In addition, both domestic 
providers and ARPs must permit their retail customers to 
access local data roaming services provided directly on 
a visited network (at present, BEREC does not consider 
that it will be practicable to extend the local provision of 
services to voice and SMS services). BEREC has confirmed 
that domestic providers have to facilitate two methods of 
decoupling: (i) local break-out or “LBO”; and (ii) single IMSI 
“single IMSI”, by the initial implementation date of 1 July 
2014.  

Two other methods of decoupling (dual IMSI and single 
IMSI+) were considered but have been discarded as primary 
methods of decoupling for the initial implementation date of 
1 July 2014 (but will be further considered by the European 
Commission when the Regulations are reviewed in 2016).

Extension of Roaming Regulation to MVNOs and 
resellers as a domestic provider 
The BEREC Guidelines make it clear that the requirement 
to provide decoupling facilities as well as roaming access 
applies to mobile network operators, MVNOs, resellers 
or any other entity offering retail mobile services in the 
customer’s home country.  The BEREC Guidelines also make 
it clear that if a domestic provider is technically unable to 
provide the required functionality (e.g. due to its level in 
the network supply chain), the obligation for providing the 
necessary functionalities extends to the service providers 
capable of providing these functionalities (including the host 
mobile network operator) and that the upstream provider is 
therefore allowed to charge the domestic provider fair and 

that includes roaming which, on 1 January of that year, were 
used by at least 50% of their respective customer base. In 
the alternative, any roaming surcharges applied in addition 
to the applicable domestic service rate in its various retail 
packages are, in aggregate, no more than 50% of those 
applicable in those packages on 1 January 2015;

•	 from 1 July 2016 include roam like at home tariff options in 
all retail packages that include roaming.

A further requirement within this exception is that the 
provider must submit a BEREC Notification and from 1 
July 2014, or from the date of notification to the BEREC, 
whichever is the later, comply with the roam like at home 
conditions in at least 10 Member States representing 30% of 
the population of the Union. From 1 July 2015 this percentage 
increases to 50% of the population of the Union in at least 
14 Member States and from 1 July 2016 to 70% of the 
population of the Union in at least 17 Member States.

Proposed Connected Continent Regulations – ARP 
investments
Where an Alternative Roaming Provider (ARP) has already 
been granted access to a domestic provider’s customers 
and has already made the necessary investments to 
service those customers, proposed Article 4(7) (whereby 
compliance with roam like at home services alleviates the 
provider from decoupling obligations) shall not apply to 
such a domestic provider during a transition period of three 
years. The transitional period is without prejudice to the 
need to respect any longer contractual period agreed with 
the ARP.

Existing Roaming Regulations 
Decoupling obligations on domestic providers    
In addition to price caps and progressive price reductions, 
the other method by which the European Commission 
had, prior to the publication of the proposed Connected 
Continent Regulation, sought to achieve its objective of 
reducing retail charges is by the implementation of the 
decoupling of the sale of regulated roaming services  
within the European Union thereby enabling foreign 
operators to directly establish contracts for roaming 
services with roaming customers (as opposed to the 
current position whereby data roaming traffic is sent 
and received over the radio access network of the visited 
network operator and routed between the visited network 
and the home network).  
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on a durable medium in a clear and comprehensible manner 
and in an easily accessible form.  In the case of pre-paid 
customers, whose contact details are not known by the 
domestic provider, the domestic provider is to inform them 
via SMS or another suitable means.  Roaming customers 
shall also have the right to request and receive, free of 
charge, more detailed information on the possibility to 
switch roaming providers at any time.

The Roaming Regulation enables roaming customers to 
switch roaming providers and imposes obligations on 
domestic providers to effect the switch in the shortest 
possible time-frame and no longer than three working days 
from the conclusion of the customer’s agreement with 
the new roaming provider. Domestic providers are also 
prohibited from preventing, dissuading or discouraging 
retailers who serve as the domestic provider’s points of sale 
from offering contracts for separate roaming services with 
alternative roaming providers.

 Requirement on domestic providers to provide 
access to network elements and services 

Domestic providers, subject to the Connected Continent 
Regulation, will be required not to prevent separate sale of 
local roaming services and will also be required to provide 
(free of charge) access to the network elements and services 
necessary for the separate sale of regulated retail roaming 
services (including the facilities and services needed in 
the process of switching a customer).  The Commission is 
reviewing the possibility of further enhancing competition 
by enabling the alternative roaming provider to implement 
traffic steering mechanisms to direct traffic to its choice 
of visited network but this will not be implemented by the 
relevant commencement date of 1 July 2014.

Domestic providers will be required to meet all reasonable 
requests for access by alternative roaming providers to the 
network elements and related services for the purposes of 
providing regulated roaming services which shall include:

•	 Facilities related to customer information that are 
necessary for the provision of retail roaming services 
including location data and customer data records for 
billing services;

•	 Facilities necessary to support the implementation of 
financial limits for the customer’s use of roaming services 
(the information requirements on financial limits for 

reasonable prices for providing these functionalities  
on behalf of the domestic provider to the alternative  
roaming provider.  

Timing of implementation of the decoupling method
In practice, these decoupling methods will need to be 
ready for testing in advance of 1 July 2014. The BEREC 
Guidelines on the Roaming Regulation (published on 5 July 
2013) suggest that, in order to support a service launch by 
1 July 2014, an access request should be made six months 
in advance of this date with two months to conclude 
commercial negotiations and four months to implement all 
the functionalities and to carry out testing.

Information to customers on the separate sale of 
regulated retail roaming services
From 1 July 2014, subject to the proposed Connected 
Continent Regulation, domestic providers will be required 
to inform new customers (prior to the conclusion of the 
contract) and their existing roaming customers of the 
possibility of opting for separate retail roaming services. In 
particular, domestic providers are to provide the following 
information:

•	 Details of the necessary steps to be taken by roaming 
customers to switch to or between alternative roaming 
providers;

•	 The possibility to switch between alternative roaming 
providers at any moment and free of charge;

•	 The changes which will need to be made to the existing 
contractual conditions to ensure that no charges are 
applied to the customer by the donor roaming provider in 
relation to the switch;

•	 The period in which the switch to or between alternative 
roaming providers will be effected;

•	 A reminder, that in the case of the change of the domestic 
provider, the new domestic provider does not have the 
obligation to support the roaming services provided by an 
alternative provider.

Each time a customer concludes a new contract or renews 
an existing contract, it is a requirement that the customer 
confirms explicitly that they have been advised about the 
possibility to opt for an alternative roaming provider.  The 
pre-contract information referred to above is to be provided 
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 � The retail provision of the data roaming service by 
the visited network operator for these users’ access 
profiles.

•	 Facilities ensuring that traffic steering, network barring, 
or other mechanisms applied in the home network do not 
prevent the users from selecting the visited network for 
local data roaming services of their choice;

•	 Facilities ensuring that the user is not disconnected from 
the visited network for local data roaming services of its 
choice due to traffic steering or other mechanisms applied 
in the domestic network. 

•	 Facilities necessary for the procedure to change roaming 
provider.

roaming customers are imposed on the roaming provider 
and so fall outside the scope of this note – they are found in 
Article 15 of the Roaming Regulation);

•	 Facilities necessary for the roaming customer to switch 
between a roaming provider using the domestic network 
and an alternative roaming provider for the purpose of 
using data roaming services;

•	 Facilities allowing for the establishment of user access 
profiles for the EU-internet APN in the domestic network 
and for a mechanism in the domestic network that enables:

 � The processing of data roaming traffic in the visited 
network;

 �  Routing of data roaming traffic to the selected 
alternative roaming provider; and
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Article 3 of the Roaming Regulation requires MNOs to meet 
reasonable requests with respect to wholesale roaming 
access and, with effect from 1 January 2013, to publish 
a reference offer for wholesale roaming access which 
takes into account BEREC’s guidelines (as published in 
July 2013).  In its guidelines on Article 3 of the Roaming 
Regulation, BEREC states that any request which does not 
require deployment of an undue level of resources would be 
considered as reasonable.

Amendments to OFCOM’s powers in respect of the 
Roaming Regulation
On 1 May 2013, the Mobile Roaming (European 
Communities) (Amendment) Regulations 2013 came into 
force.  These regulations:

•	 give OFCOM the power to give directions in relation to any 
reference offer published by the mobile network operators 
(in accordance with their obligations under Article 3 of the 
Roaming Regulation); 

•	 increase the fines capable of being levied by OFCOM  
for breaches of the information requirements by  
domestic providers under the Roaming Regulation  
to £2,000,000; and 

•	 align OFCOM’s enforcement procedures with those 
currently applicable to breaches of the General Conditions 
of Entitlement and breaches of section 138 to 139A of the 
Communications Act 2003 (information requirements).

BEREC Guidelines on Roaming Regulation dated 5 
July 2013
BEREC published guidelines on the Roaming Regulation on 
5 July 2013.  Although this guidance is not legally binding, 

OFCOM is required to “take the upmost account of it” in 
resolving any disputes or taking any enforcement action in 
relation to the Roaming Regulation.

As noted above, the general rule is that a domestic service 
provider cannot block or bar an alternative roaming provider 
from providing individual retail customers with local data 
roaming services – this includes a prohibition against: 

•	 Barring customers using local data roaming services;

•	 Disrupting active local data roaming services;

•	 Permitting the application of any restriction or limitation 
in any handset or terminal equipment, SIM or networks 
to prevent manual selection of networks and local data 
roaming services while customers are roaming in the EEA; 

•	 Seeking detailed information about the commercial nature 
of the services to be provided by an alternative roaming 
provider (although procedures for forecasts  
of the alternative roaming provider’s future demand  
and the geographical nature of that demand may be  
requested); and 

•	 Impeding the contracting of local data roaming services in 
real time for any potential local data roaming customer.  

However, in exceptional circumstances, a domestic service 
provider may be able to justify such blocking or barring on 
the grounds of non-payment of services, non-fulfilment of 
reasonable technical conditions, fraud or other objectively 
justifiable reasons.
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Reduction of wholesale and retail charges for regulated roaming calls, SMS and data services

Regulated roaming calls

Maximum Charge (Euros) 1 July 2012 to 30 
June 2013

1 July 2013 to 30 
June 2014

1 July 2014 to 30 
June 2017

1 July 2017 to 30 
June 2022

Wholesale € 0.14 ppm € 0.10 ppm € 0.05 ppm € 0.05 ppm

Retail (calls made)* € 0.29 ppm € 0.24 ppm € 0.19 ppm N/A

Retail (calls received) € 0.08 ppm € 0.07 ppm € 0.05 ppm** N/A

Regulated roaming SMS

Maximum Charge (Euros) 1 July 2012 to 30 
June 2013

1 July 2013 to 30 
June 2014

1 July 2014 to 30 
June 2017

1 July 2017 to 30 
June 2022

Wholesale € 0.03 ppm € 0.02 ppm € 0.02 ppm € 0.02 ppm

Retail (SMS made)* € 0.09 ppm € 0.08 ppm € 0.06 ppm N/A

Retail (SMS received) No charge No charge No charge No charge

Regulated data roaming services

Maximum Charge (Euros) 1 July 2012 to 30 
June 2013

1 July 2013 to 30 
June 2014

1 July 2014 to 30 
June 2017

1 July 2017 to 30 
June 2022

Wholesale € 0.25 per Mb € 0.15 per Mb € 0.05 per Mb € 0.05 per Mb

Retail (data used)* € 0.70 per Mb € 0.45 per Mb € 0.20 per Mb N/A

1.   We have set out the relevant price caps in Annex One to this note..

* Please note under the Connected Continent Regulation communications providers who provide roam like at home services would be relieved of 
maximum retail roaming charges, to the extent these are charged at the applicable domestic rate.

**  Please note under the proposed Connected Continent Regulation this would be amended to 0.00ppm. The proposed Connected Continent 
Regulation would ban incoming call charges while travelling in the EU from 1 July 2014.
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 •	 Providers have to notify end-users via letter or email that 
their line is due to be taken over;

•	 Provision of better information to the customer on the 
implications of switching;

•	 The mandatory use of systems and processes to minimise 
loss of service when switching bundles.

Although LPL led processes provide better protection against 
slamming than GPL led processes, OFCOM found that 
this was not as prevalent a problem as had originally been 
thought.  OFCOM found that the overall costs of “slamming” 
for consumers and the industry are in the region of £2.1-
£2.6m and that the majority of slamming complaints are now 
against smaller communications providers or against a long 
tail of communications providers who each generate only a 
few slamming complaints per month.

Requirement to obtain and store records of consent 
to switch
The current requirement for record-keeping (as set out in 
General Condition 24.11) requires each communications 
provider (CP) to create and keep records regarding the sale 
of its fixed-line telecoms services for a period not less than 
six months.  OFCOM proposed that the following would 
probably suffice in terms of what constitutes a record of the 
customer’s consent to switch:

•	 Call recordings for all successful telesales of the customer’s 
consent to the transfer;

•	 A written record signed by the customer for all successful 
retail/shop and doorstep sales; or

•	 For online sales, screen shots of order systems or account 
interactions relating to the sale in question.

The relevant record would need to contain the following 
information in order to ensure that the consent is clearly 
recorded:

•	 A direct record of consent, as provided by the customer;

•	 The name and address of the customer;

•	 An explanation from the CP that it is required to create a 
record of the customer’s consent;

OFCOM has confirmed its proposals that all switches for 
fixed voice and/or broadband services over the Openreach 
network will be harmonised to a single gaining provider led 
(GPL) process using the existing Notification of Transfer 
(NoT) process.  This will mean the removal of the current 
losing provider led (LPL) based migration authorisation code 
(MAC) process for broadband switching.  The new proposals 
will require changes to be made to General Conditions 22 
and 24 of the General Conditions of Entitlement and are to 
be introduced in two phases:

•	 The first phase will consist of the implementation of 
the required changes to the GPL NoT process, such 
implementation to be concluded within nine months of the 
publication of the OFCOM statement (20 December 2013);

•	 A second phase (to be conducted in parallel to the first 
phase) to discontinue the LPL MAC process and implement 
the harmonised GPL switching process (this will require 
Openreach systems development and is to be concluded by 
20 June 2015).

The second phase of activity will also consider what further 
changes required in relation to the Openreach network, 
addressing the issue of erroneous transfers.  Still under 
consideration is the question of whether or not Ofcom will 
extend the harmonised consumer switching processes to 
encompass other technologies and networks.  Updates  
on further developments in this area will be published in 
Spring 2014.

Summary of changes to GPL NoT process
OFCOM has also confirmed the following enhancements to 
the existing GPL NoT process:

•	 The gaining provider has to maintain a mandatory record of 
customer consent to switch (in order to improve protection 
against being deliberately switched without consent by 
enhancing OFCOM’s ability to take enforcement action 
against providers using such practices) for a period of 
twelve months;

•	 Mandating two best practice elements of the working line 
takeover (WLT) process i.e.;

•	 Providers may only place a WLT order where they have an 
exact match for the line;

OFCOM confirms changes to fixed line 
switching process
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in error.  In order to minimise erroneous transfers, OFCOM 
has decided that:

•	 Gaining Providers may only place a WLT order where they 
have an exact match for the line;

•	 Losing Providers have to notify end-users via letter or email 
that their line is due to be taken over.

Mandatory provision of information to consumers on 
implications of switching
Under OFCOM’s existing requirements in General Condition 
24.7, both the gaining provider and the losing provider 
send a letter to the customer stating that the customer is 
transferring their service – This letter is to be sent after the 
order has been created but before the switchover takes place 
(the information that must be sent out in the NoT letter is 
stated in GC 24.7, with details of what is considered best 
practice being provided in the OFCOM Guidance on Unfair 
Terms in Contracts.  OFCOM now proposes that the losing 
provider is to be required to send the following information 
to the customer on the implications of switching:

•	 Precise information on any early termination charges 
(ETCs), including the means by which the ETC must be 
paid (the ETC has to be specific and calculated according  
to the planned switchover date);

•	 Information about the impact of the transfer on the prices 
of all continuing services;

•	 It should be made clear that the customer is not required  
to contact the LP and that their contract will be 
automatically cancelled and a final bill sent out when  
the transfer is complete.

The information is to be provided by normal post 
unless the customer has explicitly consented to receive 
correspondence electronically.  The losing provider only 
has to provide information about the impact of the services 
which are provided by it (although OFCOM encouraged 
communications providers to list in clear, intelligible and 
neutral terms, services not provided by them but which they 
reasonably expect to be affected by the transfer, where these 
are of a critical nature in respect of security or health).

 

•	 The time, date and means by which consent was given 
(together with the place where consent was given and the 
salesperson(s) involved);

•	 The address where the target line is situated; and

•	 Where appropriate, the consumer/calling line identification 
of the target line.

Mandatory compliance with best practice processes 
when switching bundles
OFCOM noted that where consumers seek to switch a 
single service (either fixed voice or broadband), current 
switching processes work reasonably well in terms of 
preserving continuity of service.  However, as take up of 
bundled services increases consumers are increasingly 
seeking to switch these services as a bundle and certain 
communications providers do not support the industry best 
practice processes and switch services sequentially rather 
than simultaneously which will lead to loss of service in at 
least one of the services.  

This potential loss of service could be avoided by following 
the Office of Telecommunications Adjudicator (OTA) 
migrations best practice guide either by linking the separate 
orders of voice and broadband or by manually managing the 
sequencing and timing of the switch of the broadband and 
voice service in order to co-ordinate the seamless switch of a 
bundle.  Compliance with these best practice processes has 
not to-date been mandatory.  However, OFCOM’s proposed 
amendments to General Condition 22 will now require that 
fixed voice and broadband services are switched together 
where a consumer has requested a transfer to broadband 
and fixed voice services provided by the same CP over the 
same line.

Requirements in respect of the WLT process
OFCOM estimates that approximately one in every six 
WLT orders results in an erroneous transfer of service 
(with an associated cost to consumers and the industry 
of approximately £3m per annum).  The reasons for these 
erroneous transfers include inaccuracies in Openreach’s 
database and communications providers failing to take 
all the steps they can to identify the correct line, notify 
customers of orders and cancel orders that have been placed 
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 •	 Lack of transparency relating to costs, progress and delays; 
and 

•	 Risks associated with the lack of competition. 

In this article we focus on summarising and commentating 
on the NAO’s findings.

Background to the Broadband Programme
The Broadband Programme is managed by Broadband 
UK, a unit within the Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport (DCMS) which was created to implement the UK 
Government’s broadband policies.  In December 2010, the 
UK Government announced a £530 million investment, 
over the current spending review period, in the UK’s rural 
broadband network.  With additional funding from local 
bodies, total public sector funding is expected to be £1.2 
billion.  In terms of allocation of funds, DCMS used a model 
which mapped access to broadband in different areas and 
estimated the costs of providing superfast broadband1 to 
90 per cent of the premises within that area.  The local 
bodies were generally required to:

•	 Match the DCMS’ level of funding; 

•	 Procure a private sector supplier to build and operate the 
broadband network (the assets created then become the 
supplier’s asset in perpetuity, although they will have to be 
maintained at the supplier’s cost);

•	 Put in additional money if they wish, for example, suppliers 
to provide a higher level of superfast broadband access.  

Delays due to state aid requirements 
DCMS admits that the Broadband Programme will reach its 
target 22 months later than initially planned with only nine 
local projects on track to meet the target of supplying 90 per 
cent of premises in their area with superfast broadband access 
by May 2015.  This delay in roll-out is partly due to extended 
negotiations to gain EU approval under state aid rules.  The 
procurement framework required suppliers to comply with 
state aid rules, which had additional requirements for non-
fibre solutions such as wireless or satellite technology – these 
included a requirement for suppliers with a non-fibre solution 
to offer a fibre-based upgrade when economically feasible.  
In addition, under existing state aid obligations, the owner 
of the asset has to offer wholesale access to other suppliers.  
Once state aid obligations expire, the assets will be subject to 
normal regulatory controls.

Introduction
In a further blow for the credibility of the Government’s 
stated objective to have the best superfast broadband 
network in Europe by 2015, the National Audit Office 
(NAO) has issued a report into the Government’s rural 
broadband programme (Broadband Programme) which has 
demonstrated that only four out of the 44 regions covered 
by the Broadband Programme will have completed their 
roll-out programme by the target date of May 2015.  The 
report was also highly critical of the procurement framework 
established for the Broadband Programme and indicates that 
the final delivery of the Broadband Programme will not occur 
until December 2016. 

The Broadband Programme was designed to give grant-
funding to local bodies who can then procure superfast 
broadband for their areas.  However, the unattractive 
commercial requirements of the framework (created in part 
by current regulatory and state aid conditions) led to limited 
competition and suppliers withdrawing from the framework 
with the result that only two suppliers (BT and Fujitsu) 
were appointed to the framework.  In March 2013, Fujitsu 
announced that it did not intend to submit any further bids 
for contracts, thereby leaving BT as the sole participant in 
the framework.  Although local projects are able to operate 
outside the framework, all those that have chosen to do 
so have selected BT as the supplier. As of June 2013, 26 
of 44 local bodies had signed contracts with a supplier; all 
26 contracts had been awarded to BT.  The participants in 
the procurement framework had argued that the design of 
the Broadband Programme had hampered their ability to 
compete against BT due to the following factors:

•	 The procurement model did not underwrite market risks 
and thereby favoured companies with secure revenue 
streams;

•	 Consortia were required to be led by a member acting as 
a prime contractor which has the financial strength and 
capability to bear key project risks alone; and

•	 The existing state aid and regulatory conditions are not 
sufficiently attractive to allow competitors to BT.

Given the circumstances there are concerns over various 
aspects of the programme, including: 

•	 Value for money;

NAO report into rural broadband programme
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•	 Providing assurance that bids made by suppliers were 
appropriate through a call-off process and contract 
provisions;

•	 Providing in-life contract mechanisms to ensure that 
payments reflect actual costs and to claw-back or reinvest 
revenue if actual costs or uptake differs from  
that anticipated.

In light of the aforementioned failure to promote competition 
within the Programme, the NAO are of the opinion that the 
only remaining way to ensure VFM for the £1.2billion public 
investment is to effectively and actively implement the in-
life contract mechanisms it secured. This will require active 
scrutiny of BT’s ongoing costs and ensuring the accuracy 
of its modelling assumptions, which will be a potentially 
burdensome task for the Department and local bodies  
to undertake.

Main contractual VFM mechanisms 
The primary in-life controls are as follows:

•	 Payment is only made to the supplier once it can 
demonstrate that it has achieved a milestone;

•	 Payments are based only on actual incremental capital 
expenditure and in accordance with the investment ratio 
agreed with the supplier; and 

•	 If more premises take up superfast broadband than were 
projected at the bidding stage, additional profits are subject 
to a claw-back mechanism in favour of the public sector.

The NAO considers that the Department has successfully 
ensured that the supplier will bear any downside risks, 
whilst the public sector may benefit from any upside risk. 
However, the robustness of BT’s bid assumptions on take-up 
and profit margins are critically important to the strength 
of this claw-back control. The NAO considers it is currently 
too early to assess whether the modelled assumptions are 
accurate. Further, local bodies have expressed concern that 
administering the claw-back provisions will be hard as staff 
numbers will drop-off once roll-out is complete. 

Ultimately then, it remains to be seen if the Department and 
local bodies are able to ensure VFM for taxpayers through 
the in-life contractual controls that are in place. 

DCMS issues revised roll-out timetable
In June of 2013, DCMS announced a revised target to 
complete its roll-out by March 2017 which would result in  
92 per cent of premises covered by the Broadband 
Programme having access to superfast broadband.  The 
European Commission’s Digital Agenda for Europe has set 
broadband targets for Member States including download 
rates of 30Mbps for all European households.  The UK’s 
plans for achieving the 30 Mbps target are unclear but it is 
likely that this will require further network upgrades and, to 
the extent these upgrades rely on public sector funding, BT  
is likely to be in the strongest position to compete.

Issues with ensuring the Programme was sufficiently 
competitive
DCMS’ initial market analysis concluded that BT had a strong 
market position in the provision of superfast broadband 
but, with competitors also intending to invest, it opted 
for a competitive framework approach. It stated that BT’s 
advantages included its size, its established market position 
as the only end-to-end provider with full geographic reach of 
wholesale local access infrastructure (between homes and 
a local exchange) as well as being a retail internet service 
and telephone line provider. The Department envisaged that 
the most likely competitors to BT would be in the form of 
consortia and therefore tried to design the Programme to 
encourage competitors in this form.

However, the NAO has discovered that BT’s potential 
competitors were in fact hampered by the design of the 
competitive framework and that there has been very little 
competition to supply rural broadband infrastructure. The 
NAO found that the Programme’s design, including the 
gap funding model, the local nature of the procurement 
contracts, the qualification requirements for the prime 
contractors (which would affect any consortia seeking to 
bid) and the unattractive commercial conditions were all 
factors that had led to the withdrawal of potential suppliers 
from the process.

Has DCMS been able to secure a value-for-money 
solution?
DCMS designed the Broadband Programme with three 
safeguards that were, taken together, intended to ensure it 
would achieve VFM, namely:

•	 Establishing a procurement framework for potential 
suppliers, promoting competition;
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achieved. Given the way the process developed, it appears 
likely that this will only be achieved by the Department 
taking active control over the management of the in-life 
controls. The NAO concludes that the procedure that the 
Department and local bodies will operate to manage the 
contractual controls “appears robust” but it recommends 
that the Department get greater assurances from BT that 
its prices are reasonable and do not contain excessive 
contingency. The recommendations include application of 
‘should-cost’ models.

There remains further concern in the delays in the process. 
The Programme has, according to the NAO, slipped 22 
months within its first three years. Inevitably then, there 
must be concern that the Programme’s revised timetables 
will also slip and that the latest targets will also be missed. 

Finally, some critics – including BT’s own former chief 
technologist – have expressed concern that the ‘super-
fast’ broadband speeds of 24Mbps are, in a global context, 
already too slow and suggest a lack of ambition from the 
government. A further concern is a failure to invest in bi-
directional broadband. This lack of ‘future-proofing’ may 
result in further public expenditure being required in the 
not too distant future as the way the public uses broadband 
continues to evolve. 

NAO’s Recommendations
The NAO had the following recommendations for the 
continuing Broadband Programme:

•	 DCMS to review all the reasons for the delay in roll-out to-
date and guard against further slippage;

•	 DCMS to seek greater assurance that BT’s bid prices are 
reasonable and do not contain excessive contingency;

•	 DCMS to implement the procedures it is developing to 
thoroughly monitor in-life contract costs, placing additional 
emphasis on ensuring staff expertise;

•	 DCMS to consider evidence on take-up rates outside of the 
Broadband Programme and discuss with BT whether its’ 
modelling assumptions are still valid.

  

Concerns regarding transparency and reasonableness 
of costs
There are significant concerns regarding the transparency 
of BT’s bid with regards to its cost. During the procurement 
process the Department initially gave BT a score of seven 
out of twenty, where a score of eight was required to get 
onto the framework. BT cited commercial confidentiality 
and a high degree of complexity for its failure to provide a 
sufficiently detailed cost model. Following a request from the 
Department, BT provided limited clarifications, after which 
the Department upgraded BT’s score to the minimum pass 
level of eight out of twenty. However, concerns must remain 
that BT has not provided the Department with a particularly 
transparent view of its costs and therefore it is still hard for 
the Department to fully understand whether or not BT’s bid 
represents VFM.

Progress in rolling out the Programme
The NAO report states the Department’s current estimation 
is that only nine local projects will meet the Programme’s 
initial target, of supplying 90% of premises with superfast 
broadband by mid 2015, completion of this target is now 
expected 22 months later than planned. The NAO partly 
attributes this delay to a 6 months longer than expected 
negotiation with the EU regarding approval under state aid 
rules. The lengthy negotiations, totalling eleven months, 
included discussions regarding the treatment of wireless 
solutions and third parties’ wholesale access to subsidised 
infrastructure. In June 2013 the Department’s revised target 
– to secure delivery by December 2016 – was announced. 

Conclusions drawn from the NAO’s report
It is apparent from the report that BT has a lot to gain from 
the Programme. A lack of competition has meant that by 
the end of the process it is highly likely that BT will own all 
of the assets and infrastructure created using £1.2billion of 
public sector money. It is as yet unclear how this will effect 
future competitiveness in the wholesale broadband market. 
However, the NAO’s conclusion that BT is likely to be in a 
strong position should there be any further public sector 
funding in this area goes without saying. 

The underlying concern for the Department and the 
government must be the question marks over whether or not 
the objective of providing the taxpayer with VFM has been 

1. Defined as broadband provision of in excess of 24 Mbps.
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